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The ability to cruise at supersonic speeds provides a tactics]
f_ghter with advantages in: (i) terminal combat effectiveness,
(?) survival during penetration of enemy territory, and (3) attack
of time-critical targets.
In air-to-air combat, a supersonic speed capability provides
a number of benefits. The speed advantage can be used either to
initiate combat at a high energy state or, if desired, to avoid "_
combat. A long endurance speed advantage can be used to run down
or run away from today's supersonic aircraft because existing i
supersonic aircraft can maintain supersonic speeds for only a few J
minutes. 1
The object of this study was to design three candidate air
combat fighters which would cruise effectively at freestream
Mach numbers of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.5 while maintaining good transonic
maneuvering capability. These fighters were designed to deliver
aerodynamically controlled dogfight missiles at the design Mach
numbers. Studies performed by Rockwell International in May 197h
and guidance from NASA determined the shape and size of these
missiles.
The principal objective of this study was the aerodynamic
design of the vehicles; however, configurations were sized to
have ._alistlc structure, mass properties, and propulsion systems.
The results of this study showed that air combat fighters in the
15,000 to 23,000 pound class would cruise supersonically on dry
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to cruise at supersonic speeds provldeu a tactical flghLer
with advantages in: (1) terminal combat effectiveness, (2) survival during
penetration of enemy territory, and (3) attack of tlme-critical t_vgets.
In air-to-alr combat, a supersonic speed capability provides a number
of benefits. The speed advantage can be used either to initiate combat at a
high energy state or_ if desired, to evoid combat. A long endurance speed
advantage can be used to run down or run away from today's sunersonlc air-
craft because existing supersonic aircraft can maintain supersonic speeds
for only a few minutes.
v
d
In combat with any but the most advanced enemy aircraft, supersonic i
'%it and run" missile attacks can be made without giving the opponent an
opportunity to launch his missiles. If the enemy has exhausted his sup_?ly
of missiles, supersonic speed can be used to make hit and run attacks with-
out being exposed to return gunfire.
The object of this study was to design three air combat fighters which
would cruise effectively at freestream Mach numbers of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.5
while maintaining good transonic maneuvering capability. These fighters were
designed to deliver aerodynamically con_rolled dogfight missiles at the design
Mach numbers. Studies performed by Rockwell International in May o_ 197h and !guidance from NASA determined the shape and size of these missiles.
The principal objective of this study was the aerodynamic design of the
vehicles, however, configurations were sized to have realistic structure,
,mss properties, and propulsion systems. The results of this study showed
that air combat fighters in the 15,000 to 23,000 pound class would cruise




A I. Area, sq em (sq in.)
5. Aspect ratio
Ac Engine iT_let capture area, sq cm (sq in.)
Ai Engine inlet area, sq cm (sq in.)
Ao Freestream tube area, sq cz (sq in. )
At Engine throat area, sq cm (sq in.)
Ax Engine auxiliary inlet area, sq cm (sq in.)
A_ Aspect ratio = b2/SREF
Axi Axisymmetric
BLC Boundary layer control
BPR Engine bypass ratio 1
I
b Span of planar surface 'I
CD Drag coefficient i
CDadd Additive drag coefficient
CDI 1. Inlet drag coefficient
2. Coefficient of drag due to lift (induced drag)
CDK Drag fac:tor
CDM Wave drag coefficient
R CL Lift coefficient
- CLK Lift factor
CLo Lift at _= 0.0 degrees
i CLa Lift curve slope, per degree
C_ i. Section lift coefficient
9. }_oll_ng moment coefficient
Cm Pitching moment coefficient




CR,Cr Planar surface root chord, cm (in.)
CRE F Reference chord, cm (in.)
CT,C t Planar surface tip chord, cm (in.)
Cy Sideforce coefficient
c Chord length, cm (in.)
Mean aerodynamic chord, MAC ._
C.G. Center of gravity
Dh Inlet hydraulic diameter, cm (in.)
daN DecaNewton
EL Young's modulus parallel to
filament direction, s-_-- (s--_-_!
ET Transverse Young's modulus
of a filament, _q cm sq in.
ECI External compression inlet
ECS Environmental control system
El Bending stress, Kg-_ cm (LB-sq in.)
Fcu Ultimate compression
stiffness, _ (s_in.)sq cm
FN Net thrust, dan (LB)
FNE Net prop_Isive effort, dan (LB)
Fsu Ultimate shear stress. _ t_)LBsqcm
Ftu Ultimate tension stress, _ (---_-- )
sq cm sq _n.
_DWT Flight design gross weight, Kg (LB)
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NOMENCLATURE (C0_E'I NUED)
FRP Fuselage referenc_ plane
F.S. Fuselage longitudinal station
Kg LB
_hear modulus of a filament, _ (s.q_)GLT
C. Acceleration due to gravity
C,/ Torsional stiffness, Kg-sq cm (LB-sq in. )
K Induced drag factor i
L Reference length, m(ft)
LDWT Landing design gross weight
M,Mo Freestream Mach number
Md Design Mach m_ber
M_ Local Mach number
HH Maximum continuous level flight Mach nt_nber
ML Limit Mach number
Mt' Mach number at throat (with isentropic
iuternal contraction)
Mx Wing ultimate bending moment, cm-Kg (in.-LB)
My i. _.;ingultimate torque, cm-Kg (in.-LB)
2. Fuselage ultimate bending moment cm-Kg (in.-LB)
M.A.C. Mean aerodynamic chord = _, cm (in.)
MCI Mixed compress!on inlet
MT0_ _ximum takeoff gross weight
OPR Overall pressure ratio
P Static pressure
AP/P2 Duct exit hammershock pressure ratio
S _ e




q D_io pressure_ PV2, K__A_(_in.)sq cm
R Mission radius, rs_(miles)
(AREC)sRS Pressure recovery penalty for self-restarting operation
r Inside lip radius of engine inlet, cm(In.)
S, SEEF Reference area, sq m (sq ft)
SW Gross wing area, sq m (_q ft)
SWET Wetted area, s_ m (sq ft) ":
Sz Wing vertical shear, Kg (LB)
_EP Specific excess power --V(T-D)/W
S.F.C. Specific fuel consumption, Kg/hr/daN(LBIRRILB)
S.L. Sea level
SP/MF Supersonic Penetration/Maneuvering Fighter
T Thrust, daN (LB)
TOGW Takeoff gross weight, Kg (LB)
t/2c Wing nondimenslonal half thickness
V Velocity, M/sec (ft/sec)
%'1 Engine foilure speed, Km/Hr (knots)
w i. weight,Ks (_)
2. Airflow rate, Kg/sec(LB/sec)
Wc2 Engine corrected airflow
X Airplane longitudinal dimension, cm (in.)
(except for pages 7, 76, 77, 78)
y Airplane lateral dimension, _m (in.)





Angle of attack_ degrees
_o Angle of attack at CL=O.0
Sideslip angle, degrees





0 i. Temperature ratio
2. Deflection of engine inlet ramp with respect
to freestream
3. Angle of skin ply with respect to wing
reference system
A Sweep of wing, degrees
ct
k Taper ratio = C-_

















i Inlet of engine










t i. Throat of engine
2. Total value
t2 Engine downstream station total value







The preliminary or initial sizing for the three air vehicles designed
for 1.6, 2.0 and 2.5 Mach number cruise respectively was based on an in-
house developed supercrulser airplane. Propulsion data used in the sizing
exercises and subsequent air vehicle design was that developed using the
Pratt & Whitney Parametric Engine computer program. The engines were the
PW 7h-09 for the 1.6 Mach design, the PW 74-17 for the 2.0 Mach design and
the PW 74-18 for the 2.5 Mach d_sign. Basic weight and aerodynamic scaling
were made to the modified supercruiser design. The airplanes were sized
using the appropriate engine data, aerodynamics, geometry and weight character-
istics along with the mission requirements shown in figure i. Sl 'ng was
accomplished using the Vehicle Sizing and Performance Evaluation Program
(VSPEP). This ccmputer program produced vehicles for various wing loadings
and thrust-to-weight values that meet the desired 300.0 n.mi. design mission
radius. Additional performance evaluation was made to establish take off
distance over a 50 ft obstacle and Specific Excess Power (SEP) at 0.gM/
30,000 ft/Sg maneuver condition.
Selected airplanes were chosen by cross plotting the above generated
data for each of the three airplanes and picking the minimum gross weight
airplane having a takeoff distance no greater than 3000 feet and a SEP no
less than -300 ft/sec as well as a mission radius of 300 nm. Characteristics
of the selected airplanes are shown on Table I.
The M=I.6 airplane generated by this sizing was drawn and shown on fig-
ure 2 (D575-I). Aerodynamic and weight analysis of this airplane were made and
the results are shown in table llI and figures 3 through 5. This airplane was
then set up on the VSPEP program and a second iteration sizing exercise was
performed for each of the three airplanes using the D575-I as a baseline
vehicle. The 1.6 Mach cruise airplane in this case used propulsion data
for the }"_7h-16 engine. The sizing procedure used was identical to that
described above for the first pass preliminary sizing.
Characteristics of the three refined airplanes are shown on Table II.
The reduction in size over the results of the first iteration were found to
be due mainly to weight in the center section and lower skin friction drag.






_ I00.0 ri.mi. _ -- _00.0 n.mi. 4,. ._: !
i i. Ground operation fuel allowance: 6 sin at t/w = .2.
2. Tmkeoff allowance: _fuel weight =mV(Wo - Wi)/2(T-D_
where m --W/g where _4is the weight st start of climb i
Wo= sea level static maximum _ower rue] flow :
Wi= sea l_vel n%%ximumpower fuel flow at initial
climb speed i
T maximum thrus at start of climb i
D --trimmed dra_ at start of climb
3. Interm_diete power climb to best subsonic cruise altitude.
4. Subsonic cruise st best cruise speed and _ititude.
5. Accelerate and cl_mb to design Macb number st maxlmtumpower.
6. Cruise st design Mach number, best altitude on dry power.
7. Maneuver st design Mach number wit_ 50 percent In_tisl fuel.
_el --(energy required) (fuel flow),/SEP
SEP specific excess power V(T-D)/W
V = velocity feet/second
i T = maximum power thin,stat design Mach
D _ trimmed drag _t design Math
Design Math Number AltiU_de (Ft_ .,_EnergyRequired (Ft)
l. 6 30,ooo 74,ooo
2.0 h0,O00 105,OOO
2.5 50,0o0 144,000
_. Deliver payload = I000 ]bs.
9. O,ruise at design Mach number, best altitude on dry power.
10. Descend ?nd decelerate wltb no t_me, f_el or _stance.
i]. Subsonic er_:|s_qt best erulse steed snd slt[t-de.
12. Descend to sea level w_th no t|me, f,,e]or distonce.
13. Sea level lo_ter for 20.O minutes at,best loiter speed.




Characteristics of the Selected Airplanes
DESI4N CRUISE i.6 2.0 2.5MACH NO.
t
Gross Wt. (ib) 21650 27350 30950
Wo/S (psf) 65 75 75
_/Wo .65 .686 .72
_lus (_) 300 300 300
Takeoff Distance (ft) ?650 2630 2660
4
s_ at .gW3oK/s¢ (_s) -3oo -3oo -3o0
TABLEII !
Characteristics of the Refined Airplanes
DESIGN CRUISE 1.6 2.0 2.5MACH NO.
Gross Wt (ib) 15700 18304 23469
Fuel Wt (ib) 3894 5424 8467
Wlng Area (ft2) 185 el5 276
Engines (#-%) 2-h5.3 2-.5e.h 2-62.6
Radius (.m) 300 300 300
Takeoff Distance (ft) 3000 3000 3000
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dSection II
INI_T DKSIGN AND PROPULSION PERFORMANCE ]
This report documents the air induction system conceptual design studies I
for the Superscnlc Penetratlon/Maneuvering Fighter (SP/MF). Five inlets were {
configured for design Math numbers of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.5. The Math 1.6 d,_sign I
inlet is a refinement of the Supercruiser wing root inlet of reference i. The i
Mach 2.0 and 2,5 design inlets are multl-shock systems configured in advance
of precise alr vehicle definition. The performance estimates for the Mach 2.0
and 2.5 inlets include the assumptions of a freestre_m flow field and design
angle of attack.
!
ENGINE AIR DEMAND TRENDS !
l
The PW7h cycle deck, reference 2, is used as representative ot' 1980 ":i
engine technology, and permits a wide variation in Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR),
Bypass Ratio (BPR) and Turbine Inlet Temperature. The i00 percent size
engine has a design corrected airflow of 130 pounds per second, and a fan
inlet diameter of 28.3 inches. A 2.3 percent airflow bleed from the inlet
duct for the cooling air for the Environmental Control System (ECS) was
included for inlet sizing.
The left side of figure 6 shows the effects of OPR ard BPR on engine
corrected airflow vs ram temperature, Tt2. Increasing the OPR from 15 to 29
significantly depresses the engine air demand at Tte above _00 degrees Rankine.
Increasing the BPR from 0.2 to 0.6 increases the alr demand at high Tt2 levels
and low OPR designs. These curves indicate the degree of inlet variable
geometry required for exact inlet/engine matching. An inlet throat Mach
number of about 0.7 is desired for good pressure recovery and low spillage
drag. If the inlet throat area cannot be reduced to match the engine air
demand schedule the excess inlet air supply must be spilled externally or
bypassed.
The right slde of the figure compares the trends of freestream tube
area, Ao, vs Mach number in the isothermal atmosphere. These curves show
the virtually Imposslble task of designing an efficient inlet for an OPR --29
e:_ine in a Macb 2.5 alr vehicle. Achieving a 50 perce:,tthroat area regula-
tion between Mach 1.O and 2.5 with a capture area only 20 - 30 percent greater
than the m_ximum throat area cannot be done without an extremely complicated
variable geometry inlet. In addition, the low corrected airflow connotates
a low engine thrust/welght ratio at supersonic cruise. Therefore, the OPR = 15




The inlet drags contained in this report include all drags due to operation
at inlet capture area ratios, Ao/Ac, below unity. All form and friction
drags on surfaces external to the inlet projected area, Ac, are included in
the air vehicle drags. In this report, the spillage drag is the summation
of boundar_ layer control air momgntum drag, compression surface pressure
drag at maximum mass flow ratio, and addltive drag due to subcrltical air
spillage or the drag associated with bypassing the excess inlet air capacity.
A comparison oi'_dditive drag for the B-1 inlet, reference 3 and a
NACA i series (B7h7, DC-IO, LlOll type) inlet, _eference h. is given on
figure 7. This figure shows that the ACD_(Ao/Ac) slopes are quite similar ,i
for these inlets; therefore, the B-I additive drag trends were used for all ._
inlets employing ext.ornal compression surfaces in this study.
PRESSURE RECOVERY AT LOW SPEED !
Sharp inlet lips are needed for efficient su_-r_unic operation, but
these shaz_0 lips create flow separation losses at inlet mass flow ratios
greater than unity. The take-off pressure recovery can be improved with
auxiliary inlets. Figure @ shows experimental pressure recovery data for
sharp lip inlets, the .-IOOD inlet with an r/Dh (inside lip radius/inlet
hydraul_c diameter) of 0.02, and auxiliary inlets. An auxiliary inlet/
capture area ratio of 0.25 is used for most of the inlets in this study.
_le Mach 1.6 design wing root inlet is too short for a conventional
auxiliary inlet. Figure 9 illustrates a technique of over-rotation of the
variable camber feature of this wing root design to open an au_ilie.ry inlet
slot in the top of the wing. The estimated take-off pressure recovery gains
with this slot are shown on fi_.we !0.
INLET CONFIGURATIONS
In the initial Supercrulser configuration development, it was assumed
that the inlet wo_Id be located behind the detached shock generated by the
subsonic wing leading edge. However, the inlet evolved into a wing root
location in a near-freestream flow field.
Figure ll presents D572-2 Su?ercruiser flow field data and a station
cut comparison of the D572-2 and P575 air vehicle at F.S. 350. The flow field
data for ao of 0 and h degrees were developed with the slender body flow
theory program, reference 5_ These flow field data show that the wing
root inlet location involves the smallest flow field transients. The top
of the fuselage is a completely unsatisfactory location for an inlet. A
bottom outboard inlet (Y _ 40 inches) would be the preferred alternate to
the D575-I inlet location.
The highly swept inlet side_:_lls and the short subsonic diffuser preclude
the use of a conventlo,.%l external compression ramp. The figure 9 inlet
2O
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has converging sidewal±s designed to provide the shock compression equivalent
to a six degree ramp at Mach 1.6. The subsonic diffuser losses were estimated
with the aid of the offset diffuser parametric data in reference 6. The






Two inlet configurations were developed for the Mach 2.0 cruise vehicles.
Both inlets are designed for "shock-on cowl" at Mach 2.2 to provide a maneuvering
capability at cruise conditions and an overshoot or escape speed tolerance.
The figure 12 rectangular (2-D)configuration is based upon the Rockwell
F-15 proposal design with the shock system geometry scaled down from the 2.5M
t! t!
shock-on-cowl F-15 design. The second Math 2.0 design, figure 13,
is similar to the F-Ill or Tailor-Mate concepts, reference 7. This inlet
was configured as a semi-cone design with an expanding second cone located on _
the fuselage side or, preferably, under the wing or fuselage.
The rectangular inlet utilizes two fixed ramps, 5 and i0 degrees from
the inlet reference plane and a third compression ramp variable from 5 to 26
degrees. The maximum throat to capture area ratio is 77 percent and the I
internal diffuser loss coefficient is iO percent qi for throat Math numbers
below 0.7. The two compartalent ramp boundary layer control bleed system is !
designed for three percent bleed at Mo = 2.0. !
The seml-cone design was based upon data in references 7 and 8.
The initial 12.5 degrees translating semi-cone is followed by a _'one segment
variable between 8 and 26 degrees. This inlet will also have a design BLC
bleed flow of three percent and a 10 percent diffuser loss coefficient.
Internal compression inlets are needed for Mach 2.5 cruise vehicles to
achieve high pressure recovery and io._ cowl pressure drag. However, a maneuvering
vehicle cannot afford violent unstarts a la SR-71. This can be avoided by
conservatism in selecting the internal contraction ratio and throat Maeh
number. Figare 14 presents B-1 MC1 data on several unstarts at Mo --2.2,
lip station Mach number = 1.72. These data show that the magnitude and rate
of unstart duct exit pressure decay become more severe with decreasing design
throat Mach number. Since the probability of an engine over-temperature and
stall is proportional to the rate of airflow loss, the chances and severity
of the unstart can be reduced by selecting throat Math numbers above 1.3.
The left side of figure 15 illustrates the aerodynamic prlneiples of
the Self-Restartlng Inlet. The supersonic bleed zone is compartmented to
create a controlled bleed flow reversal under the second ramp during the
unstart to create a separated boundary layer aerodynamic ramp which produces
more external air spillage, increased external eompresslon, and a reduced
internal aerodynamic area contraction. The result _s an automatic restart if
the unstart _nitlatlng back pressure pulse is removed. The right side of the
21
figure presents the experimental pressure recovery penalty for self-restarting
operation due to the increased no__mal shock loss as a result of the throat
Mach number schedule shown below. Theoretically, the self-restartlng concept
requires an unstarted sonic throat static pressure Pu* higher than the static
pressure Pi, on the external ramp forward of the cowl lips to create the _
necessary ramp boundary bleed flow reversal. The theoretical curve assumed
an isentropic internal contraction process to the terminal shock for the
started inlet and ignored the effects of boundary layer bleed. The experi-
mental restarts, at off design Mach numbers, involved three-dimensional
external air spillage and boundary layer bleed flows that moderated the
flow processes and permitted restarts at below the isentropic theory throat
Mach number schedules. The data points above the theoretical curve illustrate
the effects of non-isentropie internal contraction and incomplete boundary
layer removal at high,or Mi levels. The square and circle symbols denote the
design throat Mach numbers for the M 2.5 SP/MF inlets.
Figure 16 shows the Mach 2.5 2-D inlet (shock on cowl at 2.6M) with I
a design point shock system pressure recovery of 93 percent and a duct exit _•
recovery of 87 percent. The design point boundary layer bleed is six per- I
cent. The inlet geomatry is controlled by the double angle compression ramp. _I
The M_ch 2.5 semi-cone inlet has only two external oblique shocks, a 1
shock system recovery of 90.2 percent and a duct exit recovery of 84 percent, i
The decreased compression surface area permits a design point bleed flow of
5 percent. Configuration details are given on figure 17 •
INLET PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR PROPULSION SYST_ ANALYSES
The inlet performance estimates for propulsion system analyses are given
on figures 18 through 22. The format permits solving for pressure recnvery
by input of corrected airflow (engine plus ECS) to the appropriate _;_7_t2 Ac
curves. The capture area ratio, A_Ac, and inlet,drag c_fficient, CDI,_ can
be computed from W_'_/_t2 Ac, Pt2/Pto, and A/A for the particular flight
Mach number. These drag curves include all corrections to Ao/A c as explained
in a previous section.
The design capture areas for a SLS engine corrected airflow of 130 pounds
per second and 2.3 percent ECS bleed flow from the inlet are tabulated below:
INLET Ae_sq in. Sizing Criteria
% M1.6, Wing Root 460 T/O, M= 0.9, 36K
2-o 5 2.5 M=0.9, 36K
M2.0, Semi-cone 522.5 T/O, M _ 0.9, 36K
M2.5, 2-D 575.0 T/O, M= 0.9, 36K**
M.25, Seml-eone 565.0 T/O, M= 0.9, 36K**
** These inlets are oversized at 2.5M for OPR greater than 15, BPR = 0.2.





The pressure recovery decay at subcritical W_St2 Ac levels at Mo_l.6
show the effect of bypassing duct airflow through a B-I type bypass door on
the cowl side of the inlet. This bypass process removes part of the above
average total pressure air and necessitates a pressure decreasing mixing of
the remaining airflow. These data can be refined when air vehicle configura-
tion development efforts permit an exact definition of the bypass design.
Installed propulsion performance data for SP/MF studies are given in
reference 23. The selected propulsion systems are as follows:
Design Mo 1.6 2.0 2.5
Engine PW74-16 -17 -18
Bypass Ratio 0.2 0.2 0.2
Overall Pressure Ratio 29 29 15
Inlet Type Wing Root 2-D 2-D
(Reference Figure) 9 12 16 "_j
Ka2a4ERSHOCKPRESSURES
i
Duct exit pressures for operation on 1500 and 2000 psf 'q' limits are i
presented on figure 23. The hammershock pressures were estimated by the
methods outlined in references i0 and ii. The duct exit hammershock !
pressure ratios, AP/P2, are shown for a bypass ratio of 0.2 and Overall
Pressure Ratios of 15, 22, and 29. Hard engine stalls will create duct
exit hammershock pressure pulses of 15 - 20 psi for 1500 q designs and over
20 psi for 2000 q air vehicles. The Overall Pressure Ratio has a significant
effect on the hammershock pressure pulse at low altitudes and Mach numbers.
Increasing the Bypass Ratio to 0.6 will reduce the hammershock pressure pulse
by 5 - 6 psi at low Mach numbers.
Hammershock pressures are a very important design factor for long inlet
diffusers. The gains in engine thrust/weight by decreasing bypass ratio can
be cancelled by increased diffuser weight due to higher hmmnershock pressures.
The hammershock pressure pulse, AP/P2, may be attenuated in the fo',_ardduct
by i0 - 20 percent at high speeds due to duct area variation and boundary
layer bleed, but experimental data show little attenuation at low speeds.
MACH 2.5 MISSION INLET EVALUATION
Three candidate inlets for the M2.5 SP/MF (D575-4) are compared on
figure 24. The 1/lO scale sketches and Pt/Pto vs Ao/Ac plots compare:
2-D Mixed Compression Inlet (MCI), h oblique shocks, design point
Pt2/Pto = 0.87, reference figure 16.




Axisymmetric External Compression Inlet (ECI), 2 oblique shocks,
design point Pt_/Pt^ = 0.79. This is the Tailor-Mate, reference 7
B-3 inlet with _he _ressure recovery reduced a calculated three
percent from the experimental level to correct for the large offset
in the D575-_ diffuser.
The propulsion performance data in reference 23. PWTh-18 engine, were based
on the 2-D MCI configuration.
Figure 25 compares the propulsion system performances for the several
inlets. These curves represent the changes in net propulsive effort, FNE,
and, =.-cificfuel consumption, S.F.C., due to differences in pressure recovery
and spillage drag. The FNE differences were insignificant for maximum power
operation at Mach numbers below 1.6. i
The basic assumptions for approximate mission analyses were: (i) No
change in air vehicle weight between inlets, (2) No differences in air _
vehicle drag for inlet mass flow ratio = i, and (3) No change in total l'uel ._
load. For simplicity in calculation, a common climb-acceleration to M 1.6
and a common i00 mile subsonic cruise and loiter at the end of the mission !
!,
were assumed. The basepoint mission for the 2-D MCI inlet installation was
evaluated with the Rockwell Mission Analysis Program, the mission segments
for the other inlet installations were approximated by desk calculation
adjustments for the differences in net propulsive effort and specific fuel 1
consumption shown on figure 25. i
The dominant segment of the M2.5 SP/MF mission is the maneuver at 50,000 ft
maximum power, to achieve a total energy naneuverability, fV/W(FN-D)dt of i
lhh,O00 feet. The M2.5 cruise legs were _dJusted to accommodate the changes
in fuel consumption for the combat maneuver. The effects of the performance
differences are graphically illustrated on figure 26 and tabulated below:
Effect Inlet
Axi MCI Axi ECI
Change in Net Propulsive
Effort, AFNE -h.6% -13.9% !
Chang_ in Maneuverability 1
A SEP -12.5% -37.8%
i Increase i:'.Maneuvering
i 8'`¤ +42.Change in Combat Radius .23 nm -89 nm
I If the mission requirements were changed to a constant 2071 pounds of
fuel for the combat maneuver the loss in radius will be !0 nm for the Axi




The preliminary analyses show significant effects of inlet performance
on mission capability for the D575-_ air vehicle. It does not appear that
a detailed configuration and mission analysis study will markedly chan_e the
results. All three inlets have two variable c_npression surfaces and fair
into the same diffuser; therefore, the weight differences shol_Idbe a
fraction of one percent of the air vehicle structural weight. A shock-
expansion theory analysis of inlet cowl pressure drags showed no significant
differences in isolated inlet pressure drag.
Mixed compression inlets will be required for the M2.5 SP/MF. However,
the relatively small size (Ac of I/4 -*1/3 of existing variable geometry
inlets) and the relatively brief supersonic flight time dictate a careful
review of variable geometry features. For examplet adding another variable .
ramp or cone plus actuation and control to achieve another i to 2 percent ,_
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Preliminary longitudinal stability checks were made using both the RI
Unified Vortex Lattice Program and the RI Unified Distzibuted Panel Program.
A cumparison of the two proEr_,,- using the D_75-I configuration is shown on
fIEuTM 27. it can be seen that the two methods agree at subsonic speeds
where the Unified Vortex Lattice had been correlated with numerous wind
tunnel data, but at supersonic speeds there is substantial disagreement. On
figure 28 it can be seen that the area of disagreement is at the wing tip
where the panel program estimated more load than the vortex lattice.
Because of the difference between the two methods_ an investigat_Jn wa_
made to determine which was more reliable at supersonic _peeds. Figure 29
compares the two methods with wind tunnel data from reference 12 and an
analytic solution from reference 13 for an arrow wing type configuration. 7
Again it can be seen from this comparison that both methods predict the
correct add load, but that the Unified Vortex Lattice program predicts an
aerodynamic center location forward of that predicted by the Unified
Distributed Panel program. The test data shows a variation of the aerodynamic
center fsllingbetween the two methods, but the Unified Distributed Panel analytic
methnd shows a much closer agreement. On the basis of this comparison and
other similar comparisons for delta wings at supersonic speeds_ it was
decided that the Unified Distributed Panel program should be used during
the remainder of the study.
The planform sensitivity study as shown on figure 30 was made. The
planforms ranged from a two degrees subsonic trailing edge to a lO degrees
supersonic trail_na edge as well as the effect of an unswept trailing edge
inboard (trailin_ edge structural extension) to accommodate the engine and
structure arrangement. The s_sonic trailing edge configurationwas chosen
due to its smaller a.c. shift and higher lift curve slope. These data are
shown on figure 31 and are all based on the same wing area moment reference.
Figure 32 compares the span lo_A distributions subsonically and supersonically
for the selected planform. It can be seen from figure 33 the change in a.c. is
due to the additional load carried on the trailing edge at supersonic speeds.
A low speed (M--O.16) wind tunnel test was run on a configuration similar
to the D575-1 and the results are published in reference 21. The results of
this test showed:
i. that the Unified 9ortex Lattice program predicted the stability and
control characteristics of this configuration
2. that approximately 50 percent of maximum vortex lift was attained
3. directional stability increased with increasing an_le of attack
h. linear pitching moment characteristics up to approximately Ct = 0.9.
h7
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Analysis of the leading edge suction and correlation with other data !
indicated that the large sweep difference between inboard and outboard wing !
must be decreased. This will decrease the strength of the inboard vortex ,i
and increase the strength of the outboard vortex with a resultant linear i
pitching moment to a higher llft coefficient. The model is being modified
to ineorpora+_ this change and will be tested in the near future.
An estimation of the balance of the D575-I configuration showed that
the CG was too far forward resulting in large trim requirements at certain
Mach numbers as shown on figure 3h. The planform modification discussed
above which entailed moving the nose aft, changing the inboard blending, and
changing the trailing edge sweep results in substantially improved character-
istics. This coupled with moving the engine nacelle package (for wave drag
reasons) results in the configuration shown on figure 35 (D575-1 revised)
and the characteristics shown in table IV ,_n_ figures B4 and 35.
DYNAMIC STABILITY i
A preliminary aerodynamic characteristics study was accomplished for !
the advanced supercruiser vehicle utilizing ;he six degree of freedom of
motion analytical program. The equations mechanized were those of a rigid
alrcraft_ with the time history solution requiring engine performance,
inertias_ static and dynamic aerodynamic coe_flcients, and airplane weight.
The static aerod,_mamic coefficients utilized in this study were those
characteristics obtained from a low Reynolds number wind tunnel test performed
in NAAL (7 x ll foot atmospheric test facility). The dynamic derivatives
were obtained by use of an in-house computer program. The nomenclature used
in the dynamic stability computer program is found in table V. Basically,
the test data was used "as is" except t_at the moment data was referenced to
17.5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord (canard in). All time histories
were started from a trimmed condition at five degrees angle of attack.
Investigation of pitch up to 7.5 degrees with the canard in and canard
out time histories, runs 1A and 1B (figures 36 and 37, respectively), indicated
that the aircraft has good pitch stability. Pitch ups through 13 d¢grees
angle of attack were also performed with the canard in, figure 38. An analysis
of the time histories leading up to this run indicated that the aircraft is
quite sensitive in pitch above an angle of attack of 14 degrees. The static
pitching moment data also show this to be true, i.e., unstable pitching moment
above _ = 12.5 degrees.
An analysis of the time histories produced to date indicate that it would
be desirable to have greater pitch stability above an angle of attack of
12 degrees than exhibited by the wind tunnel data, in order to have improved
handling qualities in pitch at high angles of attack. An investigation will
be performed at the higher angles of attack where the aerodynamic data reflects
this increase in pitch stability. This new aerodynamic dat_ will be obtained
from a future wind tunnel test using the redesigned configuration (i.e., D575-RA).
T_.me history run IB (figure 37) was rerun as run 4 (figure 39) with yaw/
roll centre], outboal_1 flaps (4,5,6) deflected, plus roll recovery input, in-
board flaps (I,2j3) deflected, being utilized during the pitch up. q_lis run
d_m(_nstrated goc_ inltial recovery in roll _,ndyaw.
h8
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Time history run 5 (figure 40) is a yaw/roll doublet performed by use of
the outboard flaps. This time history demonstrated that 30 degrees of roll
angle can be achieved in one second at an angle of attack of 7.5 degrees.
Run 6 (£igure 41) indicated that 30 degrees of roll in one second could also
be obtained by use of the inboard flaps. Addltlcnal runs are planned at higher
angles of attack, with roll and pitch recovery, to study roll control in
greater detail.
Ananalysls of the static dats indicates that the inboard rolling
surfaces have adverse yaw associated with roll input, while the outboard
yawing surfaces exhibited adverse roll for yawing moment input. Upon
analyzing the time histories where the flaps were deflected for positive
roll input, it was noted that negative rolling motion actually developed.
This result was due to the positive fl generated during the run, associated
with the roll/yaw control input, and its effect on the negative C_B term.
Thi_ above result isdemonstrated by run 6 (figure 41) which also_xhibited a
favorable roll/ya_r motion during the maneuver. Because of the previously
mentioned problem,extremely poor roll recovery existed once the vehicl_
rolled through 90 degrees.
An attempt was made to sideslip the aircraft through lO degrees of fl
with the wings level. This run was unsatisfactory in that the aircraft
sideslipped through lO degrees but also rolled through lO degrees. This
attempted sideslip run indicated that lO degrees of fl can be achieved but
not with the wings level, some roll angle (_ _ lO degrees) might have to be
accepted.
Additional analyses were performed in determining how to improve and
correct the rolling motion produced when partial roll control was introduced,
and to yield improved roll recovery. Roll control in conjunction with
correct yaw control inputs improved the situation in that a favorab_.e roll/
yaw motion existed and the vehicle rolled in the direction of the rcll input,
but poor roll recovery still prevailed for this case. The yaw inpac was
utilized to yield the correct sign on sideslip (S) so that C_fl x fl had
the correct s_nse during the attempted roll maneuver.
It was noticed that the roll recoveA'y problem existed in an angle of
attack region (0 through lO degrees) where Cn8 /C_ was approximately -0.03.
This relationship is extremely small when comgared to existing aircraft,
which have an average value of CnB/C _ of approximately -1.50 over an
angle of attack range of 0 degree_ to lO degrees. An investigation -_as
performed utilizing the six degrees of freedom program where Cn_ and C_
were varied to determine the lower bound of the ratio Cn_/CRfl _which w_uld
yield favorable roll recovery for this vehicle. The analysis showed that a
value of -0.465 or less (more negative) would be appropriate. Through use
of the Unified Vortex L_ttice Program and utilizing the new configuration
described on figure 35, it was determined that the previously mentioned
level of Cr_/C_8 could be obtained by the addition of negative wing
dihedral td_th4basic planform, figure he.
A low speed wind tunnel investigation has been run to evaluate the
static longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics of these new
wing designs in conjunction with the new vehicle planform. The preliminary
results of this test are shown in reference 22.
h9
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NOMENCLATURE FOR TIME HISTORY RUNS
ALP-DEG Angle of Attack, Deg. (Positive Up)
THE_A Euler Pitch Angle, Deg. (Positive Up)
PHI Euler Roll Angle, Deg. (Positive Right)
PSI Euler Azimuth Angle, Deg. (Positive Right)
GAMMADEG Flight Path Angle of C.G., Deg.
BETA-DEG. Sideslip, Deg.
ALT Altitude, Ft.
VTOT Besultant Velocity Along Flight Path, Ft/Sec
P-BODY Roll Rate, Deg/Sec, Positive Clockwise
Q-_ODY Pitch Rate, Deg/Sec, Positive Up
R-BODY Y_w Rate, Deg/Sec, Positive Clockwise
Qo DynamicPressure,Lbs/Ft2
F-THRUST Engine Thrust, Lbs
NZ(G's) Load Factor Along Z-Axis, - FZ/W
J
Canaz_ Loc. 0.0 is in, 1.O is full out
DFL(123) Left Hand Inboard Flap, Positive Down !
DFR(123) Right Hand Inboard Flap, Positive Down I
!
DFL(456) Left Hand Outboard Flap, Positive Down
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The objectives of the detailed design procedure were to define the twist,
camber and thickness distributions to obtain minimum potential form drag and
viscous form drag at the design Mach number and lift coefficient.
The planform shape and wing volume defined for the basepoint configura-
tions provided the inputs to the detailed design efforts, figures 43 through
45. Th_ optim_u twist and camber were obtained for the design lift coeffi-
cient under trimmed conditions and additionally satisfied constraints to
produce mild ca_;oer shapes. The wing thickness distribution and the canopy
and nacelle area distrJbutlons were optimized for minimum vehicle wave drag.
CAMBER AND T_ST
The camber and twist distributions were obtained at the design point
for each configuration, D575-2A, -3, -4. The design lift coefficient and
CG for each configuration are shown in table VI. For the design CL the
principal constraints involved were that the center of pressure of the baalc J
load act at the CG and that the camber shapes produced exceptable pressure
distributions such that viscous form drag would be minimized.
The optimi_d camber and twist distributions were compuced with the
Nonplanar Unified Distributed Panel Wing-Body Program. For a given plan-
form, Mach n_aber and CL, the program computes th._ optimum twist and camber
for minimum vortex and zero suction drag. The add ltiona], constraints avail-
able are: speciflc_tion of the aerodynamic eerier nd/or the spanwise
variation of the center of pressure location.
The twist a:_ camber were optimized for zero rather than lO0 percent
suction drag because of the following considerations. 'l_e twist and camber
resulting from the supersonic optimization for zero suction drag_ when
analyzed will produce a lO0 percent suction drag polar _ich is approximately
tangent to the zero suction drag polar at the design condition. However,
the supersonic optimization for lO0 percent suction drag results in a twist
and camber distribution that, when analyzed for zero suction drag, produces
a drag polar which is not tangent at the design point. _e difference
between the zero and lO0 percent suction drag may be of sufficient magnitude
so that any loss of leading edge suction, which will always occur, will
result in a substantial penalty.
For each configuration, M=l.6, 2.0, 2.5, the twist and camber were
optimized for several combinations of the available constraints. These were
(1) no constraint on the aerodynamic center (2) aer_lynamlc center at the
CG and (3) trlraned conditlon w_th a specified spanwise variation of center
of pressure. Fcr the third case the spanwJse distribution of center of
pressure was constrained to that of the add[tlonal load. The _amber shaT_s
produced by the first tw_ optlmizatlons were essentia]ly identical. For the
PRE(':" ING PAC:E BI,ANK NOT FII,MF_
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thJrd case, the addition of the spanwlse center of pressure corAstraint I
produced milder camber shapes with_ of course, a small increase in drag.
These camber shapes were those finally selected because, in comparison with
those produced by the first two optimizations, (1) the milder adverse pres-
sure distributions near the trailiug edge were more acceptable with regard
to viscous form drag (2) the possibility of large variations in center of
pressure at off-design conditions was min_.lizedand (3) the drag penalty
was not substantial.
The final twist and camber distributions for the three configurations
are shown on figures 46 through 54.
WING THICKNESS
To obtain minimum vehicle wave drag the volt_e distribution of each
configuration wa_ optimized with the Wave Drag Optimization Program. The
totsl configuration volume was retained and critical sections were constrained
to the minimum req_ired area.
The Wave Drag Optimization Program determines optimum configuration
geometry to minimize wave drag due to thickness. One or more components
may be optimized simultaneously, or the components may be optimized sequentially.
In the .latterprocedure a component which has been optimized may be saved
within the program and the optimized geometry used in subsequent optimizatlons
of the other components.
%%e configuration components are classed as either plan_r or nonplanar
bodies. The nonplanar component is optimized with respect tt cross sectional
area distribution. One or more sections may be constrained to a given area.
For planar components both the spanwlse and chordwlse thlcknes_ dlstributiom
may be optimized. Constraints mat be applied at any particular Iolnt by
specifying the local thickness, t/2c.
The configurations were modelled as follows. The inboard blended wing-
fuselage was treated as a planar component defined initially by _ _;I_ of
airfoils with the same section profile but a variable spanwise thickness
distribution. The wing outboard of the nacelle was defined similarly. The
canopy was defined as the volt,he above the wing section. In this manner the
fraction of the total volume attributed to the canopy was minimized. E_ch
nacelle was modelled as two semi-elllptlcal bodies positioned above and
below the wing. Thus. the wing thickness distribution was continuous across
the span. It was ne._essaryto follow this procedure for the D575-3 and -h
configurations since the semi-conical inlet is located below the wing and
the nacelle is not s_%mm_etrlcalwith respect to the wing chord plane. _e
DSY5-2A eonflgarat_on has an elliptical leading edge inlet and the nacelle
is symmetric relative to the wing chord plane. For this configuration (-HA)
the final optimized thickness d_stributions were obtained with the above
procedure. _n addition, for the -2A the optimization was obtained with an
alternative representation of the nacelle. The nacelle was treated as a
single body end the wing was broken at the inboard and outboard Junctures.
The optimization produced a drag level that was identical to that obtained
with the formerly described procedure of mai_tainin_ a continuous wiu_ thick-
ness distribut'on across the span.
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For each configuration the components were optimized sequentially:
canopy, nacelle and then all planar components. This procedure proved to
be the most effective for these configurations. The nonplanar components
were modelled so that they contributed only a small fraction of the total
volume.
%f_or the optimized canopy and nacelle geometry was determined the
optimized components were saved within the program. Then all planar components
were optimized simultaneously. In the process constraints were added where
required to maintain minimum thickness levels for structural eonslderatlons.
Constraints were added to produce acceptable chor_Lwlse thickness distributions.
Specifically, positive curvature was maintained in the regions forward of
the maximum thickness for all airfoil sections to minimize viscous form drag.
The wing thickness distributions are shown on figures 55 through 57 for the
three configurations. The optimized area distributions for the canopy and
nacelle are shown on figures 58 through 60.
NACEL[_ LOCATION
The optimum placement of the nacelles depends upon several factors:
stability and control, armament placement, inlet operation and wave drag.
An ex_:,inatlon of the effect on wa%_ drag due to thickness was made for
several %iternate nacelle positions. The primary location, and that for
which all detaile._ design and analysis was based on, is shown on figure 61
The outbcard edge "f the nacelle _s located at 60 percent semispan for all
configurations.
Wave drag was computed for the D575-2A for an alternate nacelle location,
figure 61. The nacelle was moved inboard so that the thrust axis was at
= .23. The optimization procedure described previously was repeated for
the alternate configuration. A new wing thickness distribution resulted
but the total wave drag was the same as the basic configuration. A com-
parison of the optimized spanwise distribution of maximum wing thickness
is shown on figure 61 for both nacelle locations.
For the 0575-3 configuration two alternate nacelle locations wet-
analyzed. The nacelle was first moved inboard so that the thrust axis was
at _ = .34. The total wave drag remained the same for this location. The
nacelle was then moved forward 70 inches so that the distance from the
leading edge to the inlet was the same as that for the basic configuration.
The total wave drag for this position was 18 percent higher than the level
for tb_ basic configuration analysis.
V OANAL..,I,_
At the design Milch number and for off design supersonic conditions, each
conf'iff_uration_as defined by the optimized twistp camber and thickness distrl-
butions_ was analyzed with the Total Pressure [)rag ;h.ogram, reference 12.
[Petal pressur" dFa_ polars for zero and 1OO ;_rcent ]ea(lin/_edge suction were
r;btained for e,'_c_confiff_uration. Also 2 wave drag due to thickness only was





The Tota?. Pressure Drag Program computes wave drag due to lift and
thickness, vortex drag and the interference between llft and _ol_me. _le
pressure distribution for the basic and additional loads are requires inputs
and were obtained from the Non Planar Distributed Panel Program.
Drag polars for zero and 100 percent leading edge suct2on for the three
configurations are shown on figures 62 through 64 at the desig: condition.
The approximate tangency of the zero and lO0 percent suction polars at the
design CL is verified. For each configuratlon,polars ,:orresponding to 50 per-
cent leading edge suction were constructed at the dcsi[:n condition and for
off-deslgn supersonic operating conditions. The valuc_ of CLv , CDw and
induced drag factor K = (CDI - CDK)/(CL - CLK)2 are shown for%ach"configura-
tlon on figures 65 through 70. These ix.duced drag factors are co_tJared with
th_ theoretical values for delta and arrow wings on figure 71.
The basic wave drag level due to thickness for each optimized configura-
tion is shown on figures 72 to 7h . As noted on the figures, optimizing
the geometry for the cruise condition alone did not result in substantial
wave drag penalties at off-deslgn conditions.
To determine performance for transonic conditions, the three configurations
were analyzed with the Non Planar Distributed Panel Wing-Body Program at
M=.9. The optimized twist, camber and w_ng thickness distributions were
used in the analysis. From these results, drag polars for zero leading edge
suction were available, lO0 percent suction polars were obtained by





From the results of the Non Planar Distributed Panel Program the iift
curve slope and lift at _= 0 were obtained for each configuration as a
function of Mach numbe1'. These results are shown on figures 75 to 77.
An analysis of the isobar pattern was made for transonic operating
conditions for the D575-3 configuration for M=.9, CL = .ll8, the isobars are
shown on figure 78 relative to the actual wing chord plane. As noted on
figure 7_ , swept isobars have been maintained as required to minimize sh_-k
losses and to obtain a high drag divergence Mach number. For the condition _'
shown in figure /8 , MDD was estimated to be 0.95. The nacelle does
not substantially affec_ the isobar pattern, except for a regJon near the
inboard Juncture where l_cally the isobar sweep is reduced.
E_timates of skin f:.iction drag were made for the three configurations.
Skin fziction drag coef:Icient _or the cruise condition at _5,OOO ft and at
M=.6_ 25,000 ft are shown in table VTI.
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Coufiguratlon D575-2A -3 -4
u__ I. . , . r ,| . I
Cru_e Math Number 1.6 2.0 2.5
Cr_ise CL .179 .117 .085
C.G. (Sta. in.) 270. 385. h05.
TABLE _]_.SKIN FRYCTI?N DRAG
!Configuration D575-gA "3 -4
_Sw_/_r_ ...........3.70 ...........3.95 3.74 Ld
l
45,00o ft. M 1.6 2.0 2.5
CDP .00777 .00718 O057h
_ ....................... L --. - I.........
25,000 ft. M .6 .6 .6
CDp °01033 .01111 °01021
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Lateral-directional stability is a function of lift per unit angle of
attac_ and the center of pressure. It can be seen on figures 31 and 32
(pages 54 and 55, respectively) that for these olanforms the lowest lift as
well as the most forward center of pressure occurs at low speed. Experimental
tests on planforms similar to these have shown that nonlinearity of pitching
moment versus lift coefficient is more pronounced at low Mach numbers. For
the above reasons the stability and control characteristics were investigated
at low speed.
Experimental test data obtained by Rockwell ]international on similar
configurations (references 21 and 22) have been correlated with the stability
and control derivatives predicted by the Unified Vortex Tattice Program.
These results showed excellent correlation in the low to moderate lift
coefficient range. These data also showed that the only parameters showing .,
any appreciable nonlinearity was lift, pitching moment, yawing moment , and
rolling moment while trailing edge effectiveness was essentially linear
versus angle of attack.
Figure79 shows the estimated stability and control characteristics of _
the D575-2A configuration and figure 80 shows them for the control surfaces.
The nonlinear variations of CI_ , CL/Cm , CuR, and CQR are shown on figures 83
through 85. These variations _ere 6btaine_ from t_ wind tunnel data of
references 21 and 22. It can be seen from figure 81 that extending the
canard results in an increase in lift at a given angle of attack. It can
also be seen that trimming the configuration by trailing edge deflection
results in an additional increase in lift at a given angle of attack. A
similar estimate for the D575-1 is shown on figure 82. It can be seen for
this configuration that extending the canard does not result in an increase
in lift and that trimming results in a loss in lift in the intermediate
angle of attack range. This is dee to the stability of'the airplane (dCm/dC L)
and the nonlinearity of the pitching moment.
The D575-2A configuration has a two-dimensional plug nozzle on the
engine which can be used for pitch or roll control, q_lemaximum power gross
thrust coefficient at M=O.6 and an altitude of lO,O00 feet was used to compute
the effectiveness parameters shown in flg_re 79. At 8 "g", _0_000 feet and
20 degrees deflection of the nozzle,he percent oC the total unbalanced
pitching moment is trimmed out by the nozzle, therefore assuring adequate
control to the maximum airplane limits as welt as a linear variation of
trailing edge deflection versus angle of attack.
&s discussed in section II] the ratio of CnB/C_B should be approximately
-0.5 for favorable rol]ing performance. It can _e deen from figure 79 that i
the D575-2A meets th!s criteria, i
¢
I]urinf,th_ landing aoProo.eh it is desirable to be able to roll the air- 1
plane 30 degree:; in one second to eomoensate #or _rusts. In the l:_ndtng
approach power is applied to maintain 20 feet per second r_te of descent. At
thl_ power setting,if' the nozz]es are defl_eeted (1;ifferentially 20 degree:_ the
ro]lLng moment input is Ac_ = 0.033, As shown :i,]reference 91 this is
sufVicient to obtain 30 degrees roll in one second.
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Section V
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND WEI_IT _TIMATION
GENERAL
The structural analysis of the three maneuvering fighter configurations
was performed using the Structural Weight Estimating Program (SWEEP) which
was developed by the Los Angeles Aircraft Division of Rockwell International
under contract with the Air Force System C_mmand, Wright Patterson Air Force
Base. SWEEP was developed to provide rational structural weight estimates
and trend data for the conceptual and early preliminary design stage of an
aircraft development.
The computer program, reference 15, which is referred to as SWEEP has
a basic rigid airload r_tine, and a firs" order flutter stiffness approxi-
mation. It has capability of both a convet. _nal metal and advanced comooslte
structural synthesis for lifting surfaces and conventional metal structural
synthesis for fuselage, nacelles, landing gear, and air induction structure.
SWEEP includes two stand-alone programs that will evaluate the effects of
flexible loads and a flutter optimization for lifting surfaces. The results
of these two programs can be used iu the basic program in lleu of the built-
in routines at the option of the user. The SWEEP program capabilities are
described briefly in references 16 and 17.
LOADS
The basic loads calculated for the structural analysis are rigid. Since
these configurations do not fit the built-in aircraft model used by SWEEP#
some adjustments had to be made in order to mc_el it for the structural
evaluation. The varying wing dihedral had to be made a planer one. The
wing was unrolled into a common Z plane maintaining the same leading and
trailing edge sweep angle. The resulting geometry was then evaluated and
is as follows for the three configurations.
D575-2A D575-3 D575-4
Mach Number 1.6 _.O 2.5
Sw (sq. ft.) 19h.36 225.76 290.07
:- AR 2.97 2.97 2.97
•233 .233 ._33
ALE 65 ° 25' 70° O' 72 ° 15'
CR (in.) 157.512 [(,9.798 192.381
_R
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The symmetrical maneuver loads were estimated at ML for three altitudes,
sea level, 20,000 feet and the maximum Mach number altitude. The speed
profiles for the three aircraft are as shown in figure 86. One additional
speed was checked and that was for Mach 0.9 at sea level. The SWEEP model
for loads assumes that there is a separate lifting surface for trimming the
aircraft. SWEEP was used as a _ool for estimating centers of pressure for
fuselage nose, canard, exposed wing, wing carryover llft and a portion of
the wing planform outboaHl of the nacelle. It was assumed that the estimated
center of pressure for the planform outboard of the nacelle would be the
application point for the balancing trim load to give a total vehicle lift
center of pressure equal to the aircraft center of gravity. A balanced air-
lc_d system was then calculated for a one degree angle of attack and it was
scaled up to give the proper vehicle load factor. The canard was assumed
to be fully extended in the transonic region and fully closed at the super-
sonic speeds. The resulting airloads were uzed as the external vehicle air-
load in the S_TEEP calculations. The lift distribution for the wing is
assumed to be the same as that which results from a trapezoid wing at the !
given speeds ignoring any redistribution required for wing blending, or
possible balancing twist and camber distributions. No gust, pitching, or
yawing maneuver loads" were checked.
The maximum takeoff gross weight (MTOWT) is defined with lO00 pounds
of fuselage stores and 300 rounds of amaunition. This weight was also used
for maximum taxi weight for landing gear loads since no alternate loadings
are available at this point in time. The basic flight design gross weight
(FDWT) is defined as the MTOWT less 50 percent internal fuel. The landing
design gross weight (LDWT) is defined as MTOWT less 60 percent internal fuel.
Based on the above definitions the following are the design weights used
for the three configurations.
D575-2A _ D575-_._.._..J._
MTOWT(lbs) 1506O 18090 23985
FDWT (lbs) 13113 15378 19753
LDWT (lbs) 12723 14835 18906
The vertical load factors used to determine critical loads at FDWT
ar._ +7.33 and -3.0. The landing sink speeds are 6 ft/sec at MTOWT and
lO ft/sec at LDWT.
The wing critical loads are shown in figures 87 to 90. The loads are
for the D575-2A configuration. The critical loads for the D575-3 and -4
configurations are shown on fi_Ares 91 through 98. SWEEP data for the
D575-2A only will be shown in all the following plots, but the same type
of data is available for all configurations. In all the structural evalua-
tions it was found that the highest Mach number was the critical wing
condition due to the higher temperature and material property degradation
with tem_ratulv associated w!th this condition. The follow_ng temperatures













Figure O0 shows a simple sketch of the wing planform for D575-2A with- ._.
out the curved leading edge. It shows that the wing was separated into out-
board and inboard panels for structural analysis. The load reference axis
for these two panels are defined in this figure and all wing stations are
measured %long these axis. The origin of the load _is is always at the
intersection of the aircraft centerline with the axis.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The structure of the three configurations is primarily built of composite
materials. The composite material used in the primary _-_tructureis graphite/
epoxy except for the Math 2.5 configuration. The temperature increased to
outside the graphite/epoxy material range hence estimated data for graphite/
polyimide was substituted. The properties used for these two materials in
the SWEEP stress analysis are shown in figures lO0 tt_:ough 103. This
data is based on the information presented in referenaes 18 and lO. Only
lifting surfaces can be stressed for composite material ir the current version
of SWEEP. The other structures such as fuselage, landing gear, nacelles
and air induction ducts and ramps can only be analyzed for metal structure.
The fuselage skins and frames are 2024-T851 aluminum alloy while the ]ongerons
are 7075-T6511 aluminum alloy. In the Math 2.5 configuration these two
materials were changed to 6AL-hV Titanium alloy. The material properties
for metal comes from MIL-hDBK-5B.
WING
The wings have been analyzed as two distinct panels. The parting line
between the inboard and c _tboard panels is the _reak in the trailing edge.
The wing thlekness ratio _s defined in figure 104.
The outboard panel construction is graphite/epoxy skins and closeout
spars wlth full depth aluminum honeycomb core, q"ne core density is four
pounds per cubic foot, The inboard Danel is multl-spar-plate-skin construction
made of graphite/epoxy, Fl_ires 105 through )0_ show the .qWT[EProqulred n_ml',er
of fiber plies for the upper and lower skin. The 45 degree plles shown are




Figure_ ]09 and I]0 glve the cover stresses while figures ]11 and ]12
have the wing stiffness data. In _WEEP the following criteria is used to
obtain the number of plies
1. The zero degree fiber must be able to carry all the applied axial
without failure.
2. The minimum number of plus and minus 45 degree fibers must carry
the applied shear load without failure.
3. The 90 degree fibers are a constant fractional value of the zero
degree fiber (25 percent in this case).
4. Panel instability is solved by adding increments of plus and minus
45 degree fibers until the panel is stable under axial load.
5. All layups are balanced and symmetrical and are spread homogeneously
throughout the thickness.
Figures ]07 and !08 have a set of ±h5 degree fibers labeled flutter.
This flutter increment (71 lbs) is a res_t of the basic S_EP assumptions
which only adds ±h5 degree fibers to maintain panel instability. Panel
instability is not a problem with full depth honeycomb construction. The
shear load due to torque is low enough in the outboard panel so that only
four ±_5 degree fibers are needed for strength. The primary supplier of
torsional stiffness of a torque box in composite design is the ±_5 degree
fibers. Hence, for a SWEEP designed full depth honeycomb surface some form
of torsional stiffness criteria must be available to get a reasonable
torsional stiffness capability into the torque box.
The SWEEP built-in lifting surface torsional stiffness requirements are
based on a semi-empirical technique for predicting the stiffness required to
prevent flutter. This technique has proved to be very useful for high and
moderate aspect ratios. However, it has been found to give fair results for
jm lower aspect ratio sue'faces, with the exception of delta wings. This technique
was also originally developed to handle only flutter at subsonic speeds. An
extension has been developed for modifying the results to obtain stiffness
predictions for flutter at transonic and supersonic speeds.
The SWEEP generated data which was used for stiffness requirements should
be conservative based on data presented in reference _0. The conclusions
of reference _0 were that the aft mounted engines will cause an increase in
flutter speed over the required flutter speeds for bare wings. This increase
is primarily due to a high ratio of engine mass to bare wing mass. The mode
line (rotation point) follows the center of gravity and high mass ratio
engines tend to remain fixed in space because of their greater inertia. Th_
engine mass ratio of reference _r_ is 1.23. The engine mass ratios for our






The fuselages have been analyzed as metal construction. SWEEP does not
have the capability at the present time to handle a composite fuselage. It
has been assumed that if a metal fuselage is analyzed, then the composite fuse-
lage weight could be arrived at by multiplying the metal component weights by
composite to metal weight fractions. The fractions used for these configura-




The fuselage is skin-frame-longeron construction. The materials which
were used for the metal fuselage are 7075-T6511 alumint_ alloys for longerons, _
202h-T851 aluminum alloy for skins and minor frames, and 6AL-4V Titanium j
alloy for highly loaded support frames. All components are 6AL-hV titanium
alloy for the Mach 2.5 configuration. The critical shear aad bending moment _i
are given in figures 113 and llh . The resulting longeron areas and skin
gages are given in figures 115 and ll6. Most of the fuselage skin gages i
are set by panel flutter. !
LANDING GEAR i
The landing gear loads analysis of SWEEP follows the procedure outlined
in MIL-A=O08862A. The resulting loads for the Mach 1.6 configuration are
shown in table VIII. Tables IX and X give the main and nose gear weight
required to accommodate the loads of table VIII for the gear arrangement
shown on the configuration drawing. The gear structure analysis is based on
using a 2hO000 heat treat steel.
STRUCTURE GROUP WEIGHTS
The structural weights were obtained from the SWEEP analysis for each
configuration. The composite structural weights for those items which were
analyzed as a metal structure has been obtained by multiplying by a composite
to metal weight fraction. The weight fractions based on local Rockwell
studies are as follows:
Nacelle 0.85
Air induction ducts and variable inlets 0.85
Longerons (fuselage) 0.65
Sklns (fuselage) 0.75
' Frames (fuselage) 0.80
137
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The leading and trailing edge structural weight for lifting surfaces
in SWEEP are obtained by statistical equations which are a function of
geometry, speed, and gross weight. The correlation for these equations are
based on metal parts hence scaling weight factors which are based on local
studies were used to arrive at composite structural weights. The scale
factors are as follows:
Fixed leading edge structure 0.8
Leading edge can_er devices 0.8
Fixed trailing _dge structure 0.8
Trailing edge high lift devices 0.7
No structural weight increments have been included for aerodynamic tailoring
of wing deflections.
PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHTS
The engine weight is based on scaling of Pratt-Whitney supplied para-
metric engine data. The remaining propulsion group weights are statistical.
The fuel system weights are based on 0.i0 ib of system for one ib of fuel.
This is comparable to 0.09 for the F-5B, and 0.117 for the F-IOOA.
EQUIPMENTAND SUBSYSTF._IGROUP_EIGHTS
The equipment and subsystem group weights are statistical estimates.
The various functional group estimates are further subdivided for information
on what has been included in the weights. The surface controls weight
estimate was varied for these configurations but the rest of the groups were
assumed to be constant between configurations. The weight breakdowns of
the equipment and subsystem groups are shown below.
Surface Controls
Mach Number ].6 2.O 9.5
Weight Weight Weight
ibs ibs Ibs
Cockpit controls 25 P5 25
Fly-by-wlre equipment 180 180 180
Wiring 40 hO hO
" Canard control 70 7o 7o
Leading edge conr,rols 120 135 160
i Trailin_ edge controls(incl, fuselage) 190 205 2]0
T_ArS (625) (655) (705) i
i
138 1
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Instruments (190 ibs )
Indicators 65
Transmitters and amplifiers 90
Installations 35




Filters and valves 30






Lights and signal devices 35
1








Flight controls (included in surface controls)
Armament Provisions (670 ibs)
Gun provisions
Drums 180
Feed_ eJector_ chutes, exit,
conveyors 90
Starter, governor, trigger 65
Purging 20
Blast tubes and plates 30
Miscellaneous 55











Flooring and trim lO
Fire detection and emergency equip 30




Ducting and sealing 65 IControls and valves 90
Scoops i0 ._
,t
The weight summary for each conflguration Is given in tables XI, XYI, 1
and XITI. The center of gravity for each configuration is plotted against i
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The 1.6, 2.0 and 2.5 Mach cruise airplanes, as resulted from the final
iteration of' the preliminary sizing process described in Section I, were
drawn and aerodynami_ and weights estimates made. Performance for each
airplane was then calculated using the VSPEP program. The resulting performance
and final airplane characteristics are shown in table XIV. A leg-by-leg
summary of mission performance is shown in table XV.
Performance trades were run for each airplane. Increments of dead j
weight and drag at cruise conditions were applied independently and the _!
resulting mission range calculated. All ot_r vehicle parameters, including
gross weight, are assumed to remain constant. The results of these trades




CRUISEMACH 1.6 2.0 2.5
TOGW ib 15060 ].8090 23985
Fuel Wt. it 38!)5 5425 8465
Wing Area sq ft 185 215 276
Engines No. -% 2-45.3 2-52.4 2-62.6
Wing Loading PSF 81.4 84.1 86.9
Thrust-to-Weight .722 .678 .685
Rad ius NM 321 371 467
Takeoff Dist. Ft 2452 2925 3289




TO_ ,, 15060 lb PIJEL - 3895 lb R _' 521 nm
WEND N END H END DELTA R DELTA T
WARM UP 14754, T 0,0 O,O 0,0 6.000
TAKEOFF 14501.2 0°8952 O.O O.O 0,§79
CLIMB 14Z 16.6 0.9260 40849.2 . 22.62 2.552
CRUISE ...... 14072.2 0.9260 41069.7 51.02 5.'T63
CLIH8 13691.2 1.6000 53774.0 26.38 1.915
CRUISE 13011.5 t.6000 $44q_.4 221.03 14.431
MANEUVER 12274,3 1.6000 30000.0 0.0 2.129
DROP P/L LI2T4.3 1.6000 30000,0 0.0 0.0
CRUISE 10771,6 1.6000 60494.1 221.03 14,451
CRuiSE ...... 10563,3 .... O.9ZEO " 45554.3 ......... ;00.00 .... II,;_'TZ '-
LOITER L0)62.2 0.3560 0.0 0.0 20 ._00
D575-3
TOGW= 18090 Ib FUEL = 5425 Ib R = 371 ran
WEND M END H END DELTA R "DELTA T
HARM UP 17722.4 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,000
TAKEOFF 1T424, ! 0,8?85 0.0 0.0 0,599
CLIMB 17085,? 0,9110 Bg$YT.6 22.37 Z,497
CRUISE I 6944. & O, gl 20 _9997,6 41,63 q,TT5
CLIMB 16286,5 Z,O000 .54450.1 36,00 Z,256
CRUISE 1 _l&S,T 2,0000 _5869, 3 ?.71,8T 1q.2|8
MAtIEUVER 141§4,8 2,0000 40000, 0 0.0 Z,969
OROP P/L 131Sq,8 2,0000 40000,0 0,0 0.0
CRUISE 12370.0 Z, O000 60277.2, 271.114 14.Z18
CRU I_[ _ ZlJZ,Z 0,9380 4624.q° 3 lO0,O0 11,192
LOITER 1 1665,3 O, 3_00 0.0 0.0 _,0. OOO
D575-4
ORIGINAL PAGE) IS TCX_ = 23985 Ib ..... FO'_L = 8465 Ib R = 467 iml
OF POORQUALITY
MEND M END H _ DELTA R DELTA T
HARH UP 23406, Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.000
TAKEOFF 22909.6 0.9007 O.g 0.0 0.664
CLI t4E 2,Z 51.18• I 0.9000 37ZOE. Z |D.|6 Z.OZ9
CRUISE ZZ47T. $ O,qO00 37291.3 17.26 Z,O06
CLIMB ltIZZ.O l,_000 63640.6 6,_.48 _.404
CRUISE 19436, 4 Z. 5000 65293,8 367,30 15,3649
MANEUVER [TB_L • 0 2 .§000 50000.0 0.0 'l'.4&6
DgOP P/L 16834.0 2.5000 50000.0 0.0 0,0
CRUISE 1S_b97.0 Z, SOOO 67709. | 367,30 1_._54
| CRUISE L _zeo.4 0.9000 410T5.1 100,00 11,623
LOITER L4_Z3, S 0,J600 0,0 0.0 ZO,OO0
I







i. The results of this study showed that supersonic dry power cruise
fighters in the 15,000 to 23,000 pound class were feasible using
the all wing concept, two-dlmensional plug nozzles,composite structures,
and advanced engines.
2. Due to the high aerodynamic cruise efflclencies requlred,the supersonic
aerodynamic center must be accurately known in the conceptual design
phase. This requires verification of the nonplanar lifting surface
theory.
3. Off design performance such as transonic maneuverability and subsonic
stability and control have major impact on the configuration.
4. Two-dlmenslon_l plug nozzles and engine location can result in
substantial reductions in wave drag and improvements in stability and
control.
RECOMMENDATIONB
1. Design, build, and test wind tunnel model wings to verify the
supersonic lifting surface theory for nonplanar wing configurations.
2. Dasign, build and test wind tunnel models to determine the transonic
maneuvering performance of the configuration with a variable camber
_ting.
3. Conduct a study to determine the optimum combiuatlon of wing dthedral,
control surface size, two-dlmensional nozzle control, and flight control
system for optlmummaneuverlng and flying qualities.
h. Conduct a trade to determine the amount of maneuvering capability in
the fighter versus the missile.
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